Company Profile - Hagalil Profiles Ltd.
Hagalil Profiles Ltd., is a leading company in its field, that develops
complementary and unique products which provide a solution for every wall,
envelop and opening of the house.
Established in 1993, Hagalil Profiles Ltd., developed over the years from a
small northern aluminum company to a renowned aluminum products
company throughout Israel.
The company founders, Ari Yafe and Samir Kablan, who gained years long
experience in the aluminum sector, began their activity in Kalil Industries Ltd.,
from which they retired to embark on an independent activity, while
maintaining cooperation with the leading companies in the aluminum industry.
Hagalil Profiles Ltd., employs about 20 employees, from Karmiel and its
surrounding.
The Company employs Architecture and Machines practical engineers who
provide technical service to Company's customers and are also involved in
developing the Company's exclusive produces and are also involved in
developing the company's unique systems; Industry and Management practical
engineers, responsible for the quality of the supply chain; production,
warehouse and packaging employees as well as marketing and sales
employees who distribute Hagalil Profiles Ltd., products and increase demand
for the Company's unique products from private customers and professionals
in this field.
Hagalil Profiles Ltd., provides its customers with unique added value based on
its exceptional professional knowledge and unique production capabilities.
This added value is expressed by adapting the optimal solution to each
customer, while providing ongoing accompaniment throughout the product's
development process up to adapting it to the aluminum profile.
Products development is determined according to the Lightness, Visibility,
Attractive Price Model.
The Company accrued over 20 years of knowledge in developing unique
aluminum products production capabilities , scores of exclusive profiles
adapted to its customers needs and intellectual property of numerous
trademarks, according to the design law.
The Company produces its products according to the Israeli Standard for
aluminum profiles production.
The Company's products range includes: pergolas, deck platforms, fences,
gates, partitions, walls cladding suited for interior and exterior conditions,
kitchen objects, all made of aluminum. In addition, the Company supplies
aluminum profiles for windows, doors and shutters and also performs
aluminum profiles bending, and sells complementary accessories and fittings
for the various systems.
The Company's vision is "Aluminum is Not Just Windows".
Its objective is to lead the aluminum sector while providing easy and quick
application solutions to the house's envelope.

